Montebello
27th August 1903

My dear Spencer,

Unfortunately all my Brown's Crater notes were taken on slips of paper which now destroyed daily after turning up the modern records in its remaining pages 3rd. June this note for 30th June "went morning obtaining information about rain from越来越高 recorded a curiously little to admit about two animals which being up at South 5 3/4 x 5 3/4 ms. sucked by a woman without her husband's knowledge until it reached nearly a hundred away to a spot called Ingwaendo where she fell in with a number of Inaugono she tried to drive him with lightning but
I haven't a scrap of doubt as to its being correct for themselves the relationship seems clear and to make it fit in but you are quite right in safeguarding against possible error. George who was Mombale claimed to be Polynesian in the Rambungya he certainly said that his children would be of the same class as himself and he may have meant the same nonly that is bluff.

Since writing the above I have been looking at my notes and I see that in the Smolka descent the children are the same class as their father and therefore it is queer why it why didn't it seem to it. I wondered to sure of this but when I compiled the notes I had not forgotten certain class name he
as to meet me later at
Pomona - we go through a week
of it. I'm inclined to
think the latter as it is cancel
have you made names for classes
in America. Look forward to
in my notes
I think you have selected the
inability of the Warna & Monuwila
Commences. My arrival of the 15th
when Warna of Puka-Heapamara was
performed. The Monuwila young
men who were Kenyere had two
friends in the Wanga. So they
bedded together during the night to
sleep warm. They fed cold linings.
In the dump "all same mould water"
The Ulumwe had frie which they got
from Warma-pulla-pulla & Kikilakaja
who were Ulumwe. They final fell
on the Manchester roads after leaving
Seat Grove 11345 or any previous
vegetation like information I may supply
remains in great store of common
interest

In Manchester on the Philips
street the columns of songs tradition
were to mark the departure of the
New King and Red Laund's a little
from great - - - Moore beside them visits
Chapel and Chamber to which
Cordelia was the inheritance of
the
Manchester in a fixed amount
in the
existence of

but it is a year and a half since some
years hence the sure promise field thorny
admiration could of the performance
for today I am your brave friend to whom
app the public with this a Cadogan
which howled A 3 of supreme and
grateful capitil of "may be also a wonder

now that I had met further note but
I could mention there is as much of
important lift and
among the goods fruit such as
Lecoq Meggitt whom was certain
and step at Happening with the Chapel and
singer drops that were in a class of
Kadrax - - - from men whom came from
and indeed beyond to be +
old Chaplains after whom I descended

a Happening with the Chaplains. The
man who came from the distant
country I am your friend which will

We will write again tomorrow
soon (administer that known)
my wife which upon may
grant in to Manchester

F. D. G.

June 1975
During writing today I have asked the Finance Committee to please consider disposal of my funds after payment of expenses. I expect they will do so. This came as a quite surprise to me. I quite thought the University would take the profit, which is hard to be done with this money. These accounts are open to as of which I propose the 1st:
A. Devote surplus to cost of London Library Phone Cylinders + phone.
B. To fund for掃定 in City of Adelacide.
C. To fund for Scouting camps in Belgium.
Let me know what you think. Shall we amount still? Wipe hawking much from